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Weekly Round Up 
Equity Markets  

❑ Global equity markets ended higher last week, as investor morale was lifted by hopes that 

the Covid-19 pandemic was nearing its peak amid decreasing new cases daily across the 

globe. UK markets ended in positive territory in the last week, supported by gains in industrial 

and mining sector stocks. In economic news, the UK manufacturing production climbed more 

than expected in February, while industrial production rose as expected in the same month. 

On the other hand, the UK economic growth unexpectedly fell in February, while the nation’s 

construction sector activity declined to its lowest level since April 2009 in March. European 

markets finished in the green during the week, as a drop in new coronavirus cases in France 

and Spain eased fears over the economic impact of the pandemic. On the data front, the 

Euro-zone investor sentiment index deteriorated to an all-time low in April, while German 

factory orders fell in February. In major news, minutes of the European Central Bank’s March 

meeting showed that the policymakers feared a rapid deterioration of the Euro-zone 

economy amid the coronavirus crisis. US markets closed on a stronger footing in the 

previous week, after the US Federal Reserve (Fed) announced additional programs worth 

$2.3 trillion to support the economy during the shutdowns from the coronavirus pandemic. In 

other economic news, the US JOLTS job openings fell in February, whereas the business 

optimism index declined to its lowest level since October 2016 in March. Moreover, the US 

consumer prices posted its largest drop since January 2015 in March. Asian markets finished 

mostly higher during the week. 

❑ In the UK, the FTSE 100 index rose 7.9% to end the week at 5,842.7, while the FTSE 250 

advanced 16.4% to close at 16,407.9. 

❑ Amongst European markets, the DAX climbed 10.9% to finish the week at 10,564.7. 

❑ In the US, DJIA gained 12.7% to end the week at 23,719.4, and the S&P 500 index added 

12.1% to end at 2,789.8. 

Currency Markets 

❑ The EUR ended higher against the USD, after the German industrial production surprisingly 

rose in February. 

❑ The GBP ended higher against the USD, following reports that British Prime Minister Boris 

Johnson was stable, after he was admitted in the hospital due to coronavirus symptoms.  

❑ The USD ended lower against its peers, after the US consumer sentiment index declined to a 

9-year low in April. 

❑ The GBP rose 1.5% against the USD to finish at 1.2455, while the EUR gained 1.3% against 

the USD to close at 1.0937. 

Gold 

❑ Gold prices rose last week, led by a weaker greenback on the back of the US Fed’s new 

lending plans to support the economy. 

❑ Gold prices advanced 6.5% to close the week at $1,752.8/oz. 

Commodities 

❑ Brent oil prices dropped last week, as investors remained doubtful that a deal between the 

OPEC and its allies to cut oil supply would be enough to offset the collapse in global crude 

demand caused by the coronavirus pandemic. 

❑ Brent crude oil prices fell 7.7% to $31.48/barrel. 

Corporate News and Updates 

❑ Industrial sector stocks gained a lot of attention last week. Rolls-Royce Holdings secured an 

additional £1.5 billion revolving credit facility and withdrew its 2020 financial guidance, due to 

the coronavirus pandemic. Peer, Bodycote kept its final dividend proposal under review, amid 

uncertainty caused by the Covid-19 outbreak. 

❑ In other corporate news, HomeServe forecasted its annual profit to be ahead of market 

expectations, despite the coronavirus crisis. 
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Newspaper Summary  

The Times 

Saturday News 

Schroders hypocrisy row over £9 million 

pay of Chief Executive Peter Harrison: 

Schroders, the City investment group that 

has led calls for pay restraint in recent days, 

is pushing ahead with a new plan to pay its 

Chief Executive up to £9 million a year.  

Co-operative among four banks to join 

emergency coronavirus loan scheme for 

small businesses: Four banks have been 

added to the government’s emergency 

coronavirus lending scheme after criticism 

that it is failing to help companies reeling 

from the economic fallout of the pandemic. 

Magic runs out at City law firms as 

partners set to suffer pay cuts: City law 

firms could score a marketing coup by 

slashing partners’ pay in a move to show 

that they are suffering as much financial 

pain as their clients. 

Airbus shelves proposals for new 

Toulouse assembly line: Plans to turn the 

redundant Airbus A380 superjumbo 

assembly line in Toulouse into a production 

hall for the company’s fast-growing A321 

model have been shelved. 

Bletchley Park’s wartime buildings up 

for sale: A private company run by the 

Deputy Chairman of the National Museum 

of Computing at Bletchley Park has 

appointed advisers to market a three-acre 

site with derelict buildings as an office 

development opportunity. 

Investors face 14-day delay to withdraw 

cash from NS&I: Hundreds of thousands of 

small investors face delays of up to two 

weeks getting their capital out of the state-

backed savings organisation as it grapples 

with staff shortages owing to the 

coronavirus. 

Coronavirus hits prices at China’s 

factory gates: Factory prices in China fell 

at their fastest pace for five months in 

March as the coronavirus pandemic 

crushed global economic demand. 

Equity sale gives biotech group Abcam 

shot in the arm: A Cambridge-based 

biotechnology company has agreed to raise 

£110 million through an equity sale after a 

flurry of bolt-on deals and a warning that it 

may cut its dividend. 

Sunday News 

Banker Richard Sharp parachuted in to 

help Rishi Sunak: A top banker with close 

links to the Prime Minister, Chancellor and 

Governor of the Bank of England is to be 

parachuted into a key role overseeing the 

government’s chaotic rescue package. 

ExCeL to charge for shows it can’t host: 

The ExCeL centre in London is continuing 

to charge corporate clients for events 

cancelled while it is in use as an emergency 

hospital. 

Primark’s coronavirus body blow to 

suppliers: Primark has cancelled or 

suspended £256 million of orders from 

suppliers in Bangladesh, according to new 

figures that lay bare the ripple effect of the 

retail coronavirus crisis. 

Customers vow to sue Hiscox over 

rejected coronavirus insurance claims: 

FTSE 250 insurer Hiscox faces the threat of 

legal action from business customers after 

the £3 billion giant refused to pay out over 

disruption caused by the coronavirus. 

Manchester airport pleads for Virgin 

Atlantic bailout: Manchester airport’s 

owner is pleading with the chancellor to 

prop up Virgin Atlantic as the airline makes 

a last-ditch lobbying push for a £500 million 

taxpayer bailout to survive the coronavirus 

crisis. 

Heads’ fears over coronavirus furlough 

scheme: The prospect of a week’s work 

leaves Ian Dormer with a dilemma. The 

managing director of Rosh Engineering, 

which repairs and maintains power 

transformers, furloughed his 36 staff in 

Blaydon-on-Tyne as the coronavirus crisis 

took hold. Despite new opportunities to help 

clients for one week at a time, Dormer fears 

he will have to turn them down. 

Start-ups coping in a crisis: The six-

strong team behind BOB health came 

together last year to build a tool for NHS 

staff to share their experiences online of 

making improvements — “helping each 

other to learn”, according to co-founder Neil 

Crump. He and co-founder Marc Southern 

planned to launch the service in June. Then 

came the coronavirus — and their key 

investor got cold feet. 

Coronavirus: business rates windfall 

turns supermarkets from heroes to 

villains: James Beardwell’s dispatches 

from the front line of retailing have earned 

him cult status on Twitter. In a series of 

videos, Beardwell, who has autism and 

learning disabilities, updates his 23,000 

followers on working days spent wiping 

down the handles of trolleys outside 

Sainsbury’s in Chelmsford. 

Forecourts giant Motor Fuel Group 

accused of exploiting managers: Thiru 

Raja has no regrets about leaving Motor 

Fuel Group (MFG) last year. He had worked 

as a contract manager for the petrol 

forecourts giant, running the shop at a 

garage in south Wales. Such managers 

operate as independent small business 

owners, paying a daily fee to MFG and 

taking a cut of retail sales at petrol stations 

under brands such as BP, Esso and Shell. 

Raja’s shop was losing money — meaning 

that so was he. 

John Lewis head rolls up her sleeves: 

The John Lewis Partnership intranet has 

been flooded with selfies in recent weeks, 

as Waitrose staff post pictures with New 

Chairman Dame Sharon White, who has 

been turning up unannounced to stack 

shelves at branches near her home in north 

London. 

Covid chaos spells bad news for the 

media: Everyday for as long as anyone can 

remember, the London Evening Standard’s 

ES magazine, Time Out, City AM and the 

Jewish Chronicle have rolled off the 

presses. 

The Independent 

Saturday News 

East midlands joins europe’s airport 

premier league: A small Leicestershire 

airport that last year ranked only 13th in the 

U.K. in passenger numbers has now joined 

Frankfurt, Heathrow and Paris CDG in the 

European top 10 for flight movements. 

Sunday News 

No News. 

Financial Times 

Saturday News 

Fuel shortages pile pressure on 

Venezuela’s Maduro: From a petrol station 

in the Las Mercedes neighbourhood of 

Caracas, a line of vehicles snakes back 

more than 7km through the city, past 

offices, shops and fast-food outlets, most of 

them closed because of coronavirus. 

To Read More Click Here 

Electricity prices slump as businesses 

close across the U.S.: The coronavirus 

pandemic has led to a sell-off in wholesale 

U.S. electricity markets as closed 

restaurants and office buildings, and idled 

factories, lead to lower power use. 

https://www.ft.com/content/e7d30f92-627a-4c82-a693-6fa11c536e9e
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To Read More Click Here 

Boots and Poundstretcher face legal 

action over unpaid rent: Landlords are set 

to begin legal proceedings against retailers 

including Boots and Poundstretcher for 

refusing to pay rent despite staying open 

during the coronavirus lockdown. 

To Read More Click Here 

Trapped U.K. property fund investors 

charged £10 million a month: Retail 

investors trapped in U.K. property funds 

have forked out nearly £10 million in fees 

over the past month, according to FTfm 

estimates, despite not being able to sell out 

and with questions hanging over the value 

of their investments. 

To Read More Click Here 

Gilead drug shows positive signs in 

early coronavirus testing: Gilead’s 

remdesivir drug has shown early positive 

signs that it might be effective in treating 

coronavirus, in a study of patients who have 

taken it on a compassionate use basis. 

To Read More Click Here 

Sunday News 

No News. 

The Telegraph 

Saturday News 

RBS behind 70% of government-backed 

emergency loans: Nearly three-quarters of 

the emergency cash reaching small 

businesses is being lent by Royal Bank of 

Scotland (RBS), the taxpayer-owned bank 

has revealed, as MPs warn other banks 

must act with far greater urgency to offer 

lifeline loans to companies which are 

teetering on the brink. 

Private equity giant 3i accused of 

‘gorging off holidaymakers’ money’: 

Britain’s biggest listed private equity fund is 

under fire for lobbying the Government to 

prevent holidaymakers hit by the Covid-19 

lockdown from accessing cash refunds. 

Lenders hope to block Cineworld 

takeover of Cineplex: A group of 

Cineworld lenders are exploring a legal 

challenge to block the company’s £1.6 

billion debt-fuelled takeover of a Canadian 

peer. 

City bigwigs asked to help businesses 

on the verge of collapse: The biggest 

names in the City are being urged to club 

together to help prop up the thousands of 

businesses hit by coronavirus after a task 

force was set up to save companies on the 

brink. 

Covid-19 emergency disrupts the fight 

against other diseases: As scientists 

across the world scramble to develop a 

vaccine for coronavirus, swathes of 

pharmaceutical firms have been forced to 

press pause on clinical trials. Hundreds of 

trials in the U.K. have either been cancelled 

or delayed as laboratories refocus their 

resources to prioritise frontline care for 

Covid-19 patients. 

Lockdown shock could trigger 

‘unexploded debt bomb: An “unexploded 

bomb” of debt is being destabilised by the 

coronavirus shock, the global banking body 

has warned, as it predicted an 

“unprecedented surge” in borrowing ahead. 

More than $20 trillion (£16 trillion) of global 

bonds and loans due before the end of the 

year pose a “refinancing risk” with 

vulnerable emerging markets heavily 

exposed to the latest crunch, according to 

the Institute of International Finance (IIF). 

Sunday News 

No News. 

Guardian 

Saturday News 

Struggling retail landlords watch rents 

dry up in the pandemic: When 

Debenhams filed for administration last 

week, it wasn’t just suppliers of its stock, 

who are owed cash, that felt the pain. There 

are 22,000 jobs at risk if the retailer cannot 

be rescued and many of its 142 stores are 

unlikely to reopen, spelling more trouble for 

British high streets. And there is also a 

network of landlords who rely on quarterly 

rent payments from their shops. 

Cruise firms face 'off-the-scale' 

challenge in wake of coronavirus: Like 

many thousands of nurses, Julie Timson 

has spent the past few weeks suited up in 

an armour of personal protective equipment 

fighting the coronavirus and trying to save 

lives. 

CEOs taking Covid-19 pay cuts 'should 

not be rewarded with shares': Companies 

whose heads take pay cuts during the 

Covid-19 crisis should be wary of handing 

them lucrative share awards at the same 

time, investment advisers have warned. 

Oil prices fall again despite Opec+ deal 

to cut production: Oil prices dropped as 

traders feared that an Opec deal to slash 

global supplies by 10% would not offset a 

historic drop in demand due to the 

coronavirus outbreak. 

Sunday News 

Locked doors and virtual votes at virus-

hit AGMs: Behind closed doors, at its 

headquarters in London’s West End, FTSE 

100 distribution company Bunzl will hold its 

annual general meeting next week, 

attended by just two shareholders. 

Daily Mail 

Saturday News 

Safety shake-up to see fashion retailer 

Next reopen its website after over two-

week shutdown: Fashion giant Next is to 

reopen its website this week after a 

shutdown lasting more than a fortnight. The 

FTSE 100 firm's decision to stop taking 

online orders – which was triggered by 

concerns among staff – left Next as the only 

major retailer to cease trading completely 

after the country went into lockdown. 

Supermarket sales drop by 10% after last 

month's panic buying as people ease up 

on stockpiling: Supermarket chains are 

suffering a lockdown hang-over after last 

month's panic-buying was followed by a 

sudden fall in sales over the past fortnight. 

Two senior sources said the easing of 

stockpiling and stringent social distancing 

measures have led to a dip in sales at large 

stores run by Tesco, Sainsbury's, Asda and 

Morrisons. 

Billionaire owner of retailer Matalan 

seeks £60 million cash as closures bite: 

Struggling fashion retailer Matalan, run by 

the billionaire Hargreaves family, is 

considering options to secure 'short term 

funding' of as much as £60 million to help it 

through the coronavirus pandemic. 

Has Boris's guru found the key to getting 

economy out of lockdown? Economist 

Gerard Lyons to hand Ministers plan to 

get shops open in weeks: Boris Johnson's 

former economic adviser is set to hand 

Cabinet Ministers a detailed plan to safely 

reboot Britain's economy, The Mail can 

reveal. Gerard Lyons, a highly respected 

economist who was in the running to 

become Bank of England Governor, will lay 

out how shops could reopen within weeks 

under strict social distancing rules. 

Bailed-out TUI's heads refuse to accept a 

pay cut despite furloughing 11,000 U.K. 

staff: Heads at travel giant TUI have 

refused to take a pay cut despite 

furloughing 11,000 U.K staff and pocketing 

https://www.ft.com/content/662cedac-e4b2-4cbf-b257-664ea3ce250c
https://www.ft.com/content/31e3a8e4-b0ad-4516-8573-2677e77ef13a
https://www.ft.com/content/2a35a372-82f4-4f09-836c-6004bf667f20
https://www.ft.com/content/c59a385f-62e1-42a2-b8ac-2ecb44305e4e
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a £1.6 billion bailout from the German 

government. 

Jaguar Land Rover puts brakes on as 

car sales slump 30% since start of the 

year as lockdown bites: Jaguar Land 

Rover is this week expected to reveal sales 

have plummeted 30% since the beginning 

of the year. City insiders said the miserable 

data for the three months to March 31 

reflected the impact of the coronavirus 

lockdown on Britain's biggest car maker. 

Lost dividends 'gone forever' as just one 

third will return over the next six years: 

Just one-third of the dividend payouts axed 

due to coronavirus will return over the next 

six years, forecasts show. Markets which 

bet on the future value of dividends paid by 

FTSE 100 companies indicate that two-

thirds of the missing payouts could be lost 

forever. 

Virgin Money Chiefs give up bonuses 

worth £1 million in response to 

coronavirus crisis: Virgin Money heads 

are giving up cash bonuses worth an 

estimated £1 million in response to the 

crisis. 

Fashion show firm Hyve could raise £100 

million as it takes a big hit from 

coronavirus lockdown: A company that 

organises Britain's largest fashion trade 

show is in advanced talks about raising 

millions of pounds of fresh funds from stock 

market investors. 

Sunday News 

No News. 

Broker View 

Ashmore Group Plc: JP Morgan 

Cazenove retains the stock with a “Neutral” 

rating and a target price of 350.00p.  

William Hill Plc: RBC Capital Markets 

upgrades the stock with a “Outperform” 

rating and a target price of 135.00p.  

Ashmore Group Plc: Credit Suisse 

reiterates the stock with a “Underperform” 

rating and a target price of 300.00p.  

HSBC Holdings Plc: Credit Suisse 

downgrades the stock with a “Neutral” rating 

and a target price of 515.00p.  

Experian Plc: Barclays Capital reiterates 

the stock with a “Overweight” rating and a 

target price of 2,350.00p  

John Wood Group Plc: UBS upgrades the 

stock with a “Buy” rating and a target price 

of 290.00p  

Daily Express 

Saturday News 

Universal Credit: Why your first payment 

amount could be less than your 

estimated payment: As the U.K. lockdown 

continues in an effort to slow the spread of 

coronavirus (COVID-19), many will be 

affected financially by the crisis. Already, 

claims for Universal Credit had soared - 

with the Department for Work and Pensions 

(DWP) confirming that since March 16, 

more than a million new claims for Universal 

Credit have been processed. 

 

Sunday News 

No News. 

The Scottish Herald 

Saturday News 

Glasgow technology firm to create jobs 

after winning £630,000 backing: 

GLASGOW-based recruitment technology 

firm Candidate.ID expects to create jobs in 

the city after raising £630,000 from 

investors against a challenging market 

backdrop. 

Edinburgh-based pilot to increase flow 

of private capital to deliver UN goals: A 

PILOT scheme to increase the flow of 

private sector capital to achieve the United 

Nations’ sustainable development goals is 

being developed by the Edinburgh-based 

Global Ethical Finance Initiative. 

Sunday News 

No News.    

The Scotsman 

Saturday News 

SNP ask Scottish Tories which 

businesses should 'lose out' after 

criticism: The SNP has called on the 

Scottish Conservatives to outline which 

businesses should lose money after 

receiving criticism over its Covid-19 support 

measures. 

Sunday News 

No News. 
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Global Economic Calendar - Week Ahead 

Date Country Time - BST Economic Indicator 
Period / 
Week Ending 

 01:00 Wholesale Price Index (MoM) Mar 
Monday, April 13, 2020  

 01:00 Wholesale Price Index (YoY) Mar 

Tuesday,  

14 April 2020 

 09:00 Total Sight Deposits (CHF) 10-Apr 

 09:00 Domestic Sight Deposits (CHF) 10-Apr 

 11:00 NFIB Small Business Optimism Mar 

 13:30 Export Price Index (MoM) Mar 

 13:30 Export Price Index (YoY) Mar 

 13:30 Import Price Index (MoM) Mar 

 13:30 Import Price Index (YoY) Mar 

 17:30 Fed’s Evans speaks at Economic Forecast Event - 

 01:00 Exports (YoY) Mar 

 01:00 Imports (YoY) Mar 

 01:00 Trade Balance Mar 

Wednesday,  

15 April 2020  

 11:00 ECB Balance sheet 6-Apr 

 09:00 Consumer Price Index (MoM) Mar 

 09:00 Consumer Price Index (YoY) Mar 

 09:00 Consumer Price Index (EU Norm) (MoM) Mar 

 09:00 Consumer Price Index (EU Norm) (YoY) Mar 

 07:45 Consumer Price Index (EU norm) (MoM) Mar 

 07:45 Consumer Price Index (EU norm) (YoY) Mar 

 07:45 Consumer Price Index (MoM) Mar 

 07:45 Consumer Price Index (YoY) Mar 

 08:00 Consumer Price Index (MoM) Mar 

 08:00 Consumer Price Index (YoY) Mar 

 08:00 Harmonised Index of Consumer Prices (MoM) Mar 

 08:00 Harmonised Index of Consumer Prices (YoY) Mar 

 01:00 U.S. Treasury, General Account - Week Average 15-Apr 

 12:00 MBA Mortgage Applications 10-Apr 

 13:30 Advance Retail Sales (MoM) Mar 

 13:30 NY Empire State Manufacturing Index Apr 

 13:30 Retail Sales Ex Auto & Gas Mar 

 13:30 Retail Sales ex Autos (MoM) Mar 

 13:30 Retail Sales "Control Group" (MoM) Mar 

 14:15 Capacity Utilisation Mar 

 14:15 Industrial Production (MoM) Mar 

 14:15 Manufacturing (SIC) Production (MoM) Mar 

 15:00 Business Inventories Feb 

 15:00 NAHB Housing Market Index Apr 

 15:30 DOE Cushing OK Crude Inventory (Barrels) 10-Apr 

 15:30 DOE Distillate Inventory 10-Apr 

 15:30 DOE Gasoline Inventories 10-Apr 

 15:30 EIA Crude Oil Stocks Change (Barrels) 10-Apr 

 19:00 U.S. Federal Reserve Releases Beige Book - 
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Global Economic Calendar - Week Ahead 

Date Country Time - BST Economic Indicator 
Period / 
Week Ending 

 20:00 Fed's Beige Book - 

Wednesday,  

15 April 2020  

 21:00 Net Long-Term TIC Flows Feb 

 21:00 Total Net TIC Flows Feb 

 14:00 Existing Home Sales (MoM) Mar 

 15:00 Bank of Canada Interest Rate Decision - 

 15:00 Bank of Canada Monetary Policy Report - 

 15:00 BoC Rate Statement - 

 16:15 BoC Press Conference - 

Thursday,  

16 April 2020  

 00:01 BRC Sales Like-For-Like (YoY) Mar 

 10:00 Industrial Production s.a. (MoM) Feb 

 10:00 Industrial Production w.d.a. (YoY) Feb 

 07:00 Consumer Price Index (MoM) Mar 

 07:00 Consumer Price Index (YoY) Mar 

 07:00 Harmonised Index of Consumer Prices (HICP) (MoM) Mar 

 07:00 Harmonised Index of Consumer Prices (HICP) (YoY) Mar 

 07:30 Producer and Import Prices (MoM) Mar 

 07:30 Producer and Import Prices (YoY) Mar 

 13:30 Continuing Jobless Claims 4-Apr 

 13:30 Initial Jobless Claims 11-Apr 

 13:30 Philadelphia Fed Manufacturing Survey Apr 

 13:30 Building Permits Mar 

 13:30 Housing Starts Mar 

 13:30 Housing Starts (MoM) Mar 

 13:30 Building Permits (MoM) Mar 

 15:30 EIA Natural Gas Storage Change 10-Apr 

 13:30 Manufacturing Sales (MoM) Feb 

 05:00 Tokyo Condominium Sales (YoY) Mar 

 00:50 Foreign Buying Japan Bonds 10-Apr 

 00:50 Foreign Buying Japan Stocks 10-Apr 

 00:50 Japan Buying Foreign Bonds 10-Apr 

 00:50 Japan Buying Foreign Stocks 10-Apr 

Friday,  

17 April 2020  

 07:00 EU 27 New Car Registrations (YoY) Mar 

 10:00 Construction Output s.a. (MoM) Feb 

 10:00 Construction Output w.d.a. (YoY) Feb 

 10:00 Consumer Price Index - Core (YoY) Mar 

 10:00 Consumer Price Index (MoM) Mar 

 10:00 Consumer Price Index (YoY) Mar 

 09:00 Exports Feb 

 09:00 Imports Feb 

 09:00 Trade Balance EU Feb 

 09:00 Trade Balance Feb 

 14:00 Bank of Italy Releases the Quarterly Economic Bulletin - 

 15:00 Leading Indicator (MoM) Mar 
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Global Economic Calendar - Week Ahead 

Date Country Time - BST Economic Indicator 
Period / 
Week Ending 

Friday,  

17 April 2020  

 18:00 Baker Hughes US Rig Count 17-Apr 

 18:00 Baker Hughes US Oil Rig Count 17-Apr 

 18:00 Baker Hughes US Gas Rig Count 17-Apr 

 13:30 Foreign Portfolio Investment in Canadian Securities Feb 

 05:30 Capacity Utilisation (MoM) Feb 

 05:30 Industrial Production (MoM) Feb 

 05:30 Industrial Production (YoY) Feb 

 05:30 Tertiary Industry Index (MoM) Feb 

 03:00 Industrial Production (YoY) Mar 

 03:00 Industrial Production YTD (YoY) Mar 

 03:00 Retail Sales (YoY) Mar 

 03:00 Retail Sales YTD (YoY) Mar 

 03:00 Fixed Assets Inv Excl. Rural YTD (YoY) Mar 

 03:00 Gross Domestic Product (QoQ) Mar 

 03:00 Gross Domestic Product (YoY) Mar 

 03:00 NBS Press Conference - 
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UK Corporate Calendar - Week Ahead 

Date Company Results 

Monday,  

13 April 2020 
Gaming Realms Final 

Tuesday,  

14 April 2020  

Mediclinic International Trading Statement 

MHP SE GDR (Reg S) Final 

MHP SE GDR (Reg S) Q4 

Proteome Sciences Final 

SDL Final 

Sirius Real Estate Ltd. Trading Statement 

Wednesday,  

15 April 2020  

JD Sports Fashion Final 

888 Holdings Final 

Carr's Group Interim 

Hunting Trading Statement 

Solid State Trading Statement 

Thursday,  

16 April 2020 

Hays Trading Statement 

Keywords Studio Final 

Learning Technologies Group Final 

Norcros Trading Statement 

Rentokil Initial Trading Statement 

Friday,  

17 April 2020  

Cranswick Trading Statement 

Flutter Entertainment Trading Statement 

Record Trading Statement 
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UK Dividend Calendar - Week Ahead 

Date 
Stock 
Code 

Company Index 
Dividend 
Amount 

Ex-
Dividend 

Payment 
Date 

Dividend 
Impact 
based on 
last close 

CRDA Croda International FTSE 100 50.50p Final 28 - May - 20 1.14% 

Thursday,  

16 April 2020   

MNG M&G FTSE 100 3.85p Special 29 - May - 20 N.A 

MNG M&G FTSE 100 11.92p Final 29 - May - 20 N.A 

RB. Reckitt Benckiser Group FTSE 100 101.60p Final 28 - May - 20 1.65% 

SKG Smurfit Kappa Group FTSE 100 80.90¢ Final 15 - May - 20 3.06% 

STJ St James's Place FTSE 100 31.22p Final 22 - May - 20 3.78% 

CAPC Capital & Counties Properties FTSE 250 1.00p Final 14 - May - 20 0.54% 

EQN Equiniti Group FTSE 250 3.54p Final 26 - May - 20 2.09% 

FCIT F&C Investment Trust FTSE 250 2.90p Interim 13 - May - 20 0.46% 

HSTG Hastings Group Holdings FTSE 250 5.50p Final 29 - May - 20 3.00% 

EPIC 
Ediston Property Investment 
Company 

FTSE All-Share 0.48p Quarterly 30 - Apr - 20 0.98% 

HTG Hunting FTSE All-Share 3.00¢ Interim 15 - May - 20 1.15% 

KMR Kenmare Resources FTSE All-Share 5.52¢ Final 19 - May - 20 2.35% 

TFIF 
Twentyfour Income Fund Lim-
ited Ord Red 

FTSE All-Share 1.90p Interim 30 - Apr - 20 2.07% 

RDL RDL Realisation FTSE Fledgling 106.00p Special 19 - May - 20 62.35% 

NAR Northamber 
FTSE AIM All-
Share 

0.30p Interim 15 - May - 20 0.52% 

GMP Gabelli Merger Plus+ Trust - 12.00¢ Interim 30 - Apr - 20 2.07% 

KYGA Kerry Group 'A' Shares - 55.10¢ Final 15 - May - 20 0.56% 

RRE Rockrose Energy - 25.00p Final 07 - May - 20 2.84% 

UKML UK Mortgages Limited - 0.38p Interim 30 - Apr - 20 0.73% 
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CFD and Spread betting Risk Warning 
All trading involves risk. Spread bets and CFDs are complex instruments and come with a high risk of losing money rapidly due to leverage. 76% of retail 
investor accounts lose money when trading spread bets and CFDs with this provider. You should consider whether you understand how spread bets 
and CFDs work, and whether you can afford to take the high risk of losing your money. Professional clients can lose more than they deposit. 
  
Shares Risk Warning  
The value of stocks and shares, and the income from them, can fall as well as rise and you may not get back the full amount you originally invested. Past 
performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. 
  
If you are unsure about dealing in shares and other equity investments, you should contact your financial adviser as these types of investments 
may not be suitable for everyone. 
  
Disclaimer 
Any research has been produced by an independent third party provider. Further details can be provided on request.  
Any report has been prepared using information available from public sources, which are believed to be reliable as at the date of this report. However, 
Guardian Stockbrokers, its employees and its independent third party provider make no representation as to the accuracy or completeness of this report. This 
report should therefore not be relied on as accurate or complete. The facts and opinions on this report are subject to change without notice. Guardian 
Stockbrokers, its employees and its independent third party provider have no obligation to modify or update this report in the event that any information on this 
report becomes inaccurate. 
  
Any report is prepared for informational purpose only, with no recommendation or solicitation to buy or to sell. The background of any individual or other 
investor has not been considered in providing this report. Individuals and other investors should seek independent financial advice which considers their 
specific risks, objectives and specific constraints, and make their own informed decisions. Individuals and other investors should note that investing in shares 
carries a degree of risk and the value of investments can go up or down. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. Investments 
should be made with regard to an investor’s total portfolio. Guardian Stockbrokers, its independent third party provider and its employees make no 
representation or guarantee with regard to any investment noted on this report, and shall therefore not be liable with regard to any loss.  

Risk Warning & Disclaimer 


